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Abstract
Background: Orthology properties suggest that the Lepidoptera are the top
evolving insect order so far observed. Among them Monarch butterflies are
well known for their amazing long distance annual migration similar to
vertebrates to reach their overwintering basis of central Mexico by expedition
of nearly 4000km. The study is focused to identify the main fuel and energy
unit in this insect responsible for such amazing behavior in addition to
biochemical effects.
A hypothetical protein constitutes a fraction of proteome but provides bulk
of information. The work is an effort put forward to assign functions on the
basis of homology and comparative studies to unknown segments. The
Utilization of Computational techniques (tools and biological databases) aided
in understanding the proteome in a much effective way as compared to the
traditional approaches that are majorly time consuming, costly and
unpredictable. Current annotation work involves prediction of conserved
domain like YjgF_YER057c_UK that belongs to Adenine nucleotide alpha
hydrolases superfamily, motifs, ligand Binding site, Homotrimer interaction
site, protein structure at various levels and assigning structure, functions, etc
that will facilitate further research and correlate these facts with its amazing
flight capacity.
Index Terms— Hypothetical Proteins, Comparative analysis, Scientific Data
Mining, Sub-cellular location, Interactive Data exploration and discovery,
modeling and structure prediction, Pattern Analysis.
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1 Introduction
Till date various genome projects have been compiled and some are still in the pipe
line.[1] The completion of the genome sequences provides a platform for
understanding genetic complexity and elucidating genetic variations contributing to
diverse traits and diseases. The Danaus Plexippus has currently become the center of
interest with numerous reasons. Monarchs are milkweed specialists, and their evolved
chemical defense mechanism has led to the monarch’s widely known involvement in
a mimicry complex with the viceroy butterfly [2] and arose the research interests
worldwide. The High-throughput biology technologies have yield complete genome
sequences and functional genomics data for several organisms.[3] Till date various
genome projects have been compiled including humans, animals and plants.[4]
Danaus Plexippus also belong to one of the hot genome sequencing project in pipeline
[5]. However, it has been found that nearly 50% of genes are often labeled
hypothetical, unknown, uncharacterized, unnamed adding up to the hurdle in
scientific study and understanding. Inspite of the fact that biological properties,
structure and function of proteins encoded by such genes are unknown but they can be
predicted with various comparative approaches. [6]
Proteins being the ultimate effecter molecules perform a wide range of functions
that may involve transportation, structural components, stimulation, molecular
scissors, cascades, etc [7][8]suggesting that these un-annotated and uncharacterized
proteins may also play some lethal roles essential for organism’s survivability. The
Danaus plexippus belongs to rapidly evolving Lepidoptera Order that contains few
hits against our considered protein sequence[5] but still share 70.8% average amino
acid identity with Bombyx that belongs to Diptera.[2][5] The integration of wide
range of data from the related and similar sequences aids in the characterization of
hypothetical proteins and facilitates the functional annotation. The features of the
monarch genome and its proteome provide a treasure trove for furthering our
understanding of monarch butterfly migration, a solid background for population
genetic analyses between migratory and non-migratory populations, and a basis for
future genetic comparison of the genes involved in navigation yet to be discovered in
other long-distance migrating species, including vertebrates like migratory birds. [2]

2 Methodology
2.1 Sequence retrieval
Danaus Plexippus a well known Monarch butterfly comprises of 272 mb genome
which contain 16433 plus proteins, among which approximately 9627 protein are
hypothetical or unknown whose function are not clearly defined yet. The work
involve first finding of some hypothetical protein sequences from Danaus Plexippus
proteiom. The hypothetical protein secquences against Danaus plexippus were
retrieved from ftp NCBI database [9] using entrez search engine and were studied.
These sequences were explored using NCBI Blast tools namely Blastp. Conservation
of various domains was studied and out of these protein sequences one is selected
(protein named KGM_05782) and studied further. To analyze the hypothetical protein
and to assign their physicochemical, structural and functional properties various
bioinformatics tools and databases were cross referred.
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2.2 Physicochemical and functional characterization
The hypothetical protein in Danaus plexippus was studied for various physicochemical properties majorly theoretical Isoelectric point (pI), molecular weight, total
number of positive and negative residues, aliphatic index [10], extinction coefficient
[11], instability index [12] and grand average hydropathy (GRAVY) [13] using the
Expasy’s protein server [14]. These basic properties provided a foundation and
enlightened the path for the future exploration.
2.3 Conserved domain and family
The idea regarding the conserved domains was also drawn form the Blastp results. We
also selected some of the well established online tools and databases for this purpose.
PFAM [15] [16], InterProScan [17] [18] and CDD-Blast [19] [20] were to name a few
that were used to predict the conserved domains and families present in the unknown
protein sequence.
2.5 Prediction of transmembrane Region
A transversing protein can function as a channel protein. Taking this fact into account
we performed analysis for detection of transmembrane regions in the hypothetical
protein. Online tools working for proteins input like SMART [21] [22], TMHMM
[23] [24], PSORT [25] [26] and Phobius [27] [28] server were used to characterize
whether the protein is soluble or transmembrane in nature [29].
2.6 Protein structure prediction
Analysis is considered incomplete if it cannot exist in the 3D world. For this we
proceeded with 3D structure prediction and comparative study with the help of Swiss
Model [30] [31] [32], pdbsum [31] [33] [34]. For template based modeling modeler
9v7 [35] [36] was also used. Protein structure visualization is done by
SwissPdbviewer [31] [37] and PyMol [38] that revealed some very interesting facts
about the considered protein.

3 Results
3.1 Physicochemical Analysis
The hypothetical protein KGM_05782 has sequence length of 746aa with all natural
occurring amino acids with molecular weight of 83344.6 Da. [Fig1(a)] The isoelectic
point 5.38 can be further used for the isolation during wetlab studies. It was also
established that the protein had 2.7% cystein residues accounting for 42 sulphur
atoms. [Fig1(b)]. It should be noted that disulfide bridges formed by cysteine residues
are permanent component of protein primary structure and cysteine is at the center of
catalytic site of thiol enzymes. This is further studied and aromatic-sulphur
interactions which were found between TYR482 - CYS495 accounting for 4.049Å and
between TRP584 - CYS544 accounting for 4.26Å using PIC Web browser [ Fig1(c),
Fig1(d)].
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig1(a) and (b) shows the physicochemical properties details obtained from expassy
and (c) shows the aromatic-sulphur interactions details obtained from PIC Web
browser

Fig(d) green lines are interaction links between trp and cys showing aromatic-sulphur
interations in a PDB file viewer
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3.2 Predicted Domains and Families
For Domain predictions CDD-Blast [Fig 2] along with interproscan was used.

Fig2: CDD-Blast result page showing conserved Domains, family and superfamilies

In Interpro five domains were predicted namely, DUF71 domain,
YjgF/Yer057p/UK114 family, Endoribonuclease L-PSP/chorismate mutase-like,
Rossmann –like alpha/beta/alpha sandwich fold and unintegrated domain in cross
references with PRODOM, PRINTS, PIR, PFAM, SMART, TIGERFAMS,
PROFILES, HAMAP, PROSITE, SUPERFAMILY, SIONALP, TMHMM,
PANTHER AND GENE3D databases.[Fig 3]

Fig3: Results from InterproScan showing various domains predicted in KGM_05782
protein sequence.
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3.3 Prediction of Transmembrane Domain
Transmembrane domain was predicted as a common Domain in hypothetical protein
KGM_05782 of Danaus plexippus by using various online tools/software such as
SMART, TMHMM, PSORT and Phobius.

Fig4 Transmembrane region predicted by TMHMM

Fig5 Transmembrane region as predicted in SMART
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Fig6 Transmembrane region as predicted in Phobius

Transmembrane region was predicted from 140-162 [Table 1] accounting for a
stretch of aproximatly 20 amino acids.
Table 1: Showing location of transmembrane domain.
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Alpha ANH domain [38] [39] is also predicted as a functional domain. This is a
subfamily of Adenine nucleotide alpha hydrolases superfamily [Table 2]. Adeninosine
nucleotide alpha hydrolases superfamily includes N type ATPase and ATP
sulphurylases. It forms an alpha/beta/alpha fold which binds to Adenosine group. This
subfamily of proteins is predicted to bind ATP. This domain has a strongly conserved
motif SGGKD at the N terminus.[40]
Table 2: Showing location of ATP binding domain

3.2 Protein 3D Structure Prediction
We used swiss model and modeller for constructing 3D structure of hypothetical
protein KGM_05782 that utilize 3rk1 protein file as templates to model structure. The
resultant structure was evaluated using QMEAN Z-score.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Fig7: Results of various parameters for Model-1 (a), Model-2 (b) and Model-3 (c)
used for secondary structure predication.
Three models were predicted with QMEAN Z-score as -2.784, -3.935 and -1.925
respectively for Model-1, Model-2 and Model-3. The protein’s secondary structure
was visualized using pymol molecular viewer and found to have 2 major helices and
five beta sheets.

Fig8: Structure visualization of the predicted 3D structure of the hypothetical protein
KGM_05782 of Danaus plexippus in Discovery Studio
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4 Discussion and Conclusion
Computational sequence analysis and prediction of unknown or uncharacterized
proteins is a key for genome annotation. In this study we identified 9000+
hypothetical proteins. Out of this one protein named KGM_05782 was subject to
detailed studies and explored using various online/offline softwares and tools freely
used for academics. Our considered Protein sequence contains 3.8% proline residues
and studies have suggests that proline can be used as an energy substrate for flight
muscle during distant migrations. [42][43][44]
Transmembrane domain predicted as common domain in hypothetical protein of
Danaus plexippus by using various tools/software’s such as SMART, THMM, PSORT
and Phobius. Transmembrane region was predicted from 140 -162 that explained it to
be a membrane bound protein. It is predicted that it may be a part of some important
cascade and work as channelizing protein. The YjgF/YER057c/UK family of proteins
is found highly conserved and currently lacks a consensus biochemical function. In a
earlier work on Salmonella enteric, strains lacking yjgF has led to a working model in
which YjgF functions to remove potentially toxic secondary products of cellular
enzymes that can be correlated with its feeding ability on milkyweeds having
cardenolide content.[45] This also
indicates the highly conserved
YjgF/YER057c/UK114 family of proteins responsible for the survival of this weed
feeding group. We also predict some other sites and domains which are weakly
characterized as Alpha_ANH domain and ligand binding sites. [Table 3]
Table 3 Concluded sites in hypothetical protein

Nevertheless, these predicted data provide a powerful framework for furthur
underderstanding of genomes through iterative function assignments and annotations.
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